
uNtT t3 Tourism

Introducticn
In Standard 6, you learnt about tourism in Malawi. Tourism has become an
important industry in the modern world. This is because it is one of the sources of
income in most developing countries.

In this unit, you will learn about tourism in Southem Africa, the factors that \
influence and hinder the development of the tourism industry. This knowledge is '
expected to assist you to appreciate the importance of tourism to the nation.

A*tlvit!es
The importance of tourism
The Southem Africa region has a lot of interesting areas where tourists visit. Some
of the major tourism centres of Southern Africa are as follows.

National parks and game reselves
Nyika Liwonde and Kasungu in Malawi; Serengeti, Mikumi and Selous in
Tanzania; Hwange in Zimbabwe; Gorongosa in Mozambique; Virunga in the DRC, I
Ehosha in Namibia; Kruger in SouthAfrica, and Luangwa and Kafue inZambia. 1

Lakes nnd Oceflnr \
These include Lake Malawi, the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. \
Water falls
These include the Victoria Falls on theZarnbezi River and Murchison Falls on the
River Nile in Uganda.

Histortcal sites
These include ZanzTbar (slave trading centre) Mwalawamphini in Dedza, the Great
Zimbabwe Ruins, and Robben Islands in South Africa.

Mountain areas
These include Mulanje in Malawi, Kilimanjaro in Tanzania and Drakensberg in

Southern Africa.
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Tourism is important in several ways. Some of them are as follows.
o It creates employment opportunities to people who work in hotels and those

who work as travel guides.
. Health and transport services are improved.
o It promotes coordination and understanding between people from different

countries.
r It encourages development in many sectors, for example, national parks,

game reserves and hotels.

d'ct:iwitrl l Discussing the major tourism centres in Southern Africa
1 Study the map of Southem Africa showing tourist centers on page 82.
2 Identify the tourist centres.

3 In your groups, discuss why the places attract tourists.

4 Report your findings to the class for discussion.
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a map of Southern Africa showing major tourist centres

A.ttivity ? Discussing the importance of tourism
1 Brainstorm the importance of tourism.

2 Discuss tlie mpoitafrbe of tourism in Southern Africa apart from those already
given to fou.

3 Report yciur findings to the class for discussion.

The factors that influence the development of tourism in Southern
Africa 

'\,-

The development of the tourism industry in Africa is influenced by several factors.

The following are some of them.

r hotels of good standards in some countries

. friendly people and peaceful countries

. good travel agents

. favourable weather conditions and climate
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. good shopping facilities
r availability of good food

The factors can be categorised into physical, cultural and economic.

Actdztif't 3 Discussing the factors that influence the development
of tourism

1 Brainstorm the factors that influence the development of tourism in Southem
Africa.

2 ft:r groups, discuss the factors that influence the development of tourism in
Southern Africa.

3 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

Actiaitq 4 classifying the factors which influence tourism
L In groups, classify the factors that influence tourism into three categories using

the table below.

2 Give reasons for your choice.

3 Identify the factors that fall into more than one category.
4 Report your work to the class for discussion.

5 Find out from the people around your communities the factors that hinder the
development of tourism.

The factors that hinder the development of tourism in southern
Africa
Sometimes the tourism industry faces a lot of problems. These are factors that can
hinder the development of the tourism industry. such factors include the
following.
. poor or inadequate accommodation facilities
. poor transport facilities
o unfavorable weather conditions
o lack of information about the centres of interest

Actiwity 5. Discussing the factors that hinder the development of
tourism

In groups, discuss the factors that hinder the development of tourism that you
found out from people around your communities.
Discuss other factors that hinder the development of the tourism industry.
Report your work to the class for the discussion.
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Actiaitg S Discussing why some countries attract more tourists
than others

1 Listen to a resource person talk on why some countries attract more tourists
than others.

2 In groups, discuss the lessons learnt from the resource person's presentation.

3 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

&*.tixti*ef 7 Drawing the map of Southern Africa showing tourism

centres

1 Draw map of Southem Africa showing tourist centres.

2 Display your map in the classroom for other learners to comment on.

Actiz:ity S Writing a composition on tourism
1 Write a composition on An interesting tourist place I visited'.

\ 2 Read your composition in class for others to comment.

Actiztitts I Role playing factors that promote the tourism industry
1 Prepare role plays on the topics assigned to your grouP by the teacher.

2 In groups, role play the factors that promote the tourism industry in Malawi.

3 Discuss the lessons learnt from the role plays.

KevB*w &xer*gse
Answer the following questions.

1 Mention two major tourist centres in Southern Africa.

2 Explain the importance of tourism.

3 Mention any two factors that influence the development of tourism in Southem
Africa.

4 Mention any two factors that hinder the development of tourism in Southern
Africa.

$unrrn*ry
Tourism is an important industry in people's lives because it is a source of income.
Tourism is influenced and hindered by several factors. It is important to encourage
the factors that promote the development of tourism and overcome those that

hinder the development of the tourism industry.
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L{f\ggT G4 Natural disasters in Southern Africa

trntrcd*ation
The lives of people are always threatened by natural disasters such as floods,

cyclones, earthquakes, drought, red locust and some epidemics such as HIV and

AmS. In this uni! you will learn about the causes and effects of natural disasters

and efforts in dealing with them.

Act*wEtie*
Causes and effects of natural disasters
Natural disaster refers to sudden events which may lead into damage of property

and loss of people's and animal lives.

Some of the natural disasters are as follows.

Flooils
Floods usually occur along river banks, river valleys and lakeshore areas. Floods

are as a result of heavy rainfall. These floods lead to displacement of people,

destruction of crops, animals had even soils. In the Southern African region.

Floods have been experienced in Malawi, Mozambique and South Africa' The 2001

floods of Malawi led to the displacement of over 200,000 people in Nsanje,

Chikwawa, Thyolo, Phalombe, Zornba, Machinga, Mangochi, Ntcheu, Salim4

Nkhotakota, Rumphi and Karonga districts.

Cyclones
These are strong winds which are often caused by changes in temperatures and air

pressure, they usually blow at a fast speed and can destroy people's and animal

ii r"r ur well as ploperty. In the Southern Africa, cyclones, eg,Domina have caused

great damage in Mozambique and Swaziland.

Pests
Pests like locusts and army worms can be very destructive to croPs. These are

common in Malawi, East Africa and South Africa.

Landsliiles and flush floods
Landslides and flush floods take place when there has been heavy rain

continuously for aperiod of 3 to 4 days. A landslide takes place when large

quantities of loosened surface rocks slide down steep slopes, usually after_heavy

ruitrr or earthquakes. Landslides may cause loss of people's lives, livestock and

property. It may also block communication lines.

Like land slides, flush floods occur when rocks get filled with rain water. This may

be encouraged by careless cutting down of trees, that leaves the rocks bare. The

worst flushfloods in Malawi were those that took place in 199'1, and affected parts

of Phalombe District and Malosa in Zomba district.
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Attivityg ? Defining natural disasters ' 
''

1 write whatever comes to your mind around the term'natural disaster'.
2 In your groupt discuss what you have written.
3 From your discussior; define the term'natural disasters,.
4 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

A*tivity 2 Discussing natural disasters in Malawi
L Mention some of the natural disasters that have affected Malawi.
2 In your grouPs, discuss some of the natural disasters that have affected Malawi.
3 Explain where each of the disasters occurred and what were the effects.
4 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

tlctivitll 3 Describing natural disasters
1 Study illustrations a to d below.
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2 In your groups, identify the natural disaster being shown by each illustration.

3 Describe what happens for the disaster to take place.

4 State where this kind of disaster occurs in Southem Africa.

5 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

6 Find out from your parents about drought, epidemics and famine.

Aetiztity 4 Sharing the findings on natural disasters
1 L:r groups, share your findings from your parents on epidemics, droughts and

famine.

2 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

'&*tiaity 5 Discussing the effects of natural disasters

1 In groups, discuss the effects of disasters that you know.

2 Using the information you get from your discussion, complete the table below

and indicate the effect of each the disaster on chart PaPer.

3 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

Actiwitg 6 Developing future's wheels on the causes and effects of
natural disasters

1 In groups, develop future's wheels on the causes and effects of natural disasters.
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Type of disaster Effects

Drought

Famine

Pests

Floods

Land slides

Cyclones

Epidemics

Earthquakes



2 Display your work in the classroom for a gallery walk.

3 Discuss your future's wheels.

The precautionary measures against natural disasters
Some of the precautionary measures against national disasters are:
. encouraging people to plant trees in places which are bare
. encouraging people to plant a variety of crops including drought-resistant

croPs

. avoiding settling close to river banks

. avoiding establishing settlements and cultivating along mountain slopes
o switching off electrical appliances during thunder storms and lightning to

avoid accidents

. avoiding moving while there are strong winds

. avoiding walking or playing when it is raining
e moving away from buildings as soon as an earthquake occurs
o planting trees around houses to act as wind brakes

The national and regional efforts in dealing with disasters
Disasters have social and political implications, as such, they need to be prevented.
Some of the efforts done at national and regional levels to prevent natural disasters
are:

o establishing a regional drought reserve fund for purchasing grain

o giving relief aid to victims during emergencies

. warning people on impending natural disasters

r advising people to move to safer areas during flood times

r sensitising people on the importance of trees and the dangers of environmental
degradation

o training people to be self-reliant

. planting seeds and seedlings which can resist drought

o sensitising people on the dangers of natural disasters

o creating development programmes to assist people in food production, eg,
irrigation programmes and rearing of farm animals.

Actiai.ty s Discussing the precautionary measures against disasters
1 In your groups, list some of the precautionary measures against different

disasters.
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2 Discuss the precautionary measures against different disa,sters.

3 Present your findings to the class for discussion.

Actiwity I Dealing with natural disasters
1 Name some of the national and regional efforts in dealing with natural

disasters.

2 In your groups/ discuss some of the efforts that take place regionally or
nationally to deal with natural disasters.

3 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

Sleview Hxenclse
1 Name four nafural disasters that you know.

2 Explain the causes of any two of the natural disasters you have mentioned.

3 Explain the e{fects of the two natural disasters you have mentioned.

4 Explain how you can prevent the two natural disasters you have mentioned.

$ummary
Natural disasters are sudden events, such as earthquakes, landslides, drough!
ryclones, locusts which affect the environment. Natural disasters cause damage to
property and loss of life. They need to be prevented.
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UNIT flffi

*ntnoductfr*n
Irr Standard 6, Unit 24, you leamt about transport and communication in Malawi.

The economic development of any country depends upon good traflsport and

communication systems.

In this uni! you will learn about trahsport and communication systems in Africa.

This is expected to enable you to appreciate the relationship between transport and

economic development.

Activlties
Transport
Transport refers to the means by which people move from one place to another. It -

is also the means by which goods are carried from one place to another.

Transport and cornmunication

transport and com.munication systems
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Actiwity I Discussing the meaning of the term'transport,
1 In groups, discuss:

a. what you understand by the word transport
b. how people in the past moved from one place tq another

c. how people in Malawi move from one place to another.
2 Report your work to the lass for discussion.

Types of transport
There are four main types of transport in Africa
r road transport
r raiiway transport
. water transport
e air transport

Road transport in Africa
Africa has a number of roads which connect towns or cities within each country.
ftoads also connect different courtiers. Some of the roads include the:
. Cape Town to johannesburg, and Durban to Johannesburg roads in South

Africa
o Johannesburg to Harare and Buluwayo road in Zimbabwe - extends to

Lusaka in Zambia then branches into Malawi via ChipatainZambia
. Blantyre to Karonga in Malawi then to Dar-es-Salama in Tanzania
' Dar-es-salama in Tanzania to Mombasa and Nairobi in Kenya through to

Kampala in Uganda.

some areas in Africa have few or no roads because of forests, mountains, lakes,
seas and deserts.

Actiwity 2 Discussing the road transport system
1 In pairs:

a. name the different types of motor vehicles that use the roads in Africa.
b. identify areas in Africa which do not have many roads.

c. discuss why the areas do have few or no roads.

2 Report your work to the lass for discussion..

Railway transport
Africa has a number of railway lines. These connect sea ports with the interior
areas that have economic value. The following map shows the major railw4y lines,
sea ports and sea routes of Africa.
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The main railway;":il:il:ica 

showing the major railwav lines

. Cape Town to Johannesburg railway line in South Africa which extends into

Zimbabwe and Zambia

. Durban to Johannesburg railway line in South Africa which joins the Cape

Town line to the Zimbabwe line

. Maputo to Johannesburg and Maputo to Zimbabwe railway lines

. Beira to Zimbabwe-Zambiarailway lines and Zambiato the port of Lobito in

Angola ar
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1
r Nacala and Beira to Malawi railway lines
. Dar es Salaam to Zambiarailway lines - also called the Tanzani a-Zambia

railway (TAZARA)
o Mombasa to Nairobi railway line in Kenya extending to Kampala in Uganda

A*tiaity 3 Discussing the railway transport
1 Individually, study the map of Africa on page 109 which shows the major

railway lines.

2. Lr groups:

a. identify the major railway lines

b. trace how you would travel by railway line from:

i. Cape Town in SouthAfrica to l{arare in Zimbabwe

ii. Beira in Mozambique to Lobito Bay in Angola

c. i. identify areas which have few or no railway lines

ii. discuss why the areas have no or few railway lines

3 Report your work to the lass for discussion.

Water transport

a map of Africa showing the main sea ports and sea routes
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l\Africa is surrounded by three water bodies:

r Indian Ocean in the east

. Atlantic Ocean in the west

o Mediterranean Sea in the north

These provide water transport for goods and people to Europe in the norttU Asia

and Australia in the east and America in the west. The main sea routes and sea

ports are connected to railway transport.

The main sea routes are the:

. Cape Town to Europe route with other branches to North and South America

. Cape Town to the Middle East, Indian and Australia route

r Suez Canal route via the Red Sea and Mediterranean Sea (the Suez Canal is a

passage dug through a piece of land to connect the Mediterr;lnean Sea with the

Red Sea. This enables big ships to Pass through the canal and shorten the

distance between Europe and Asia.

Actiztitg 4 Discussing the water transport
1 Individually, study the map of Africa on Page L09 which shows the major sea

ports and sea routes.

2 In pairs:

a. identify the major ports of Africa:

i. three in North Africa

ii. three in East Africa

iii. three in West Africa

iv. three in Southem Africa

b. identify sea ports that are connected to a railway line

c. discuss the direction of major sea routes

3 Report your findings to the lass for discussion.

Artivi.tlT 5 Drawing the types of transport systems in Africa
1 Individually:

a. draw a map of Africa in your notebooks (do not trace from your books)

b. locate the

i. major railway lines

ii. major sea ports and sea routes

c. name the:
i. major towns along the rail way lines

ii. sea ports

110
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2 Display your maps in class for discussion.

Air transport
Air transport is the fastest metrns of travel. However, it is very expensive. The
following map shows some of the major intemational air ports and air routes in
Africa.

There are two types of air transport services provided in Africa. Domestic and
international air services.
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a map of Africa showing air transport routes

Domestic air sercices
This refers to air transport provided within each country, eg, within Malawi from
Blantyre to Lilongwe and Mzuzu
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lnternationnl air seraices
This refers to air transport provided to enable people to travel to other countries:
. within Africa, eg, Malawi to Lusaka, Zarnbia or Johannesburg in South Africa

r outside Africa, eg, South Africa or Malawi to London or New York

Air transport also carries goods like mail, clothet medicines. Such goods carried

by a plane are called cargo.

At:{i.wi.ty S Discussing air transport
1 Study a map of Africa above which shows the major international airports and

air routes.

2 In groups, suggest the countries and cities where international airlines from

Africa fly to or from each of the following parts of Africa:

a. Niorth Africa

b. West Africa

c. East Africa

d. Southern Africa

3 I{eport your findings to the lass for discussion.

The advantages and disadvantages of different types of transport
Each type of transport has some advantages and disadvantages due to the

following factors: comfort, speed, cos! type of goods carried and volume.

The table below shows some advantage and disadvantage of each type of

transport.

Ccfareflg l Identifying the advantages and disadvantages of
different types of transport

1 In pairs, complete the table above on the advantages and disadvantages of each

type of transport. An example of advantages and disadvantages for each type of

transport has been provided for you.
\

I1,12

Type of transport Advantages Disadvantages

1 Road transport .It is faster than rail and
water transport.

.lJn tarred roads are not easily
used during rainy season.

2 Railway transport rit carries large volumes
of qoods.

.It does not travel up steep
slopes.

3 Air transport rIt is fast. oIt is very expensive.

4 Water transport rlt is cheap. .It is slow.



2 Report your work to the class for discussion.

3 \A/hile at your home, listen to the radio and TV and take note of:
a. different radio stations that can be heard on your radios

b. TV stations that can be seen on your TV

4 Agaty while at home, ask your parents or guardians about different types of
newspapers and telephone companies working in Malawi.

Communication
Communication is the passing of information, thoughts and ideas from one person
or place to another. Some of the means of communication used in Africa are:
o the letter
o television (TV)
. telephone
r radio
. newsPapers
. electronic mail (e-mail)
o fax

'9.ttivitg I Reporting on communication
1 In groups, discuss your findings from your parents on:

a. television and radio stations found in Malawi

b. foreign television and radio stations seen or heard by Malawians

c. types of telephone companies working in Malawi

d. *y local newspapers and those from outside Malawi that are read in the
country

2 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

The advantages and disadvantages of different types of
communication
Each of the different types of communication has some advantages and
disadvantages. The following table summarises the advantages and disadvantages.

113

Type of communication Advantages Disadvantages

Letter o They are cheap. r They take too long to
reach destinations.

Telephone o Message are fast. o Thev are too expensive.

Fax o Messages are fast. . They are too expensive.

Radio e Information is
passed quickly.

. Requires batteries or
electricity.



Ac*'catf'"eg $ Discussing the advantages and disadvantage of

different modes of communication

1, Lr pairs, complete the table on Page 113 on the advantages and disadvantages

of each type of communication. An example of each is provided'

2 Report your work to the class for discussion.

The relationship between transport and communication and
economic develoPment
Road.s, railways and sea ports in Africa are built to serve areas of economic

influence. The following are some examples.

. South Africa produces gold and diamond in areas around the cities of

Johannesburf and Kimberley. These mining areas are served by roads and,

railway lines leading to the ports of Durban in the east and Cape Town in the

south.
. Malawi produces tea, sugar and tobacco. These are exported by railway lines

through the ports of Nacala and Beira.

. Zambiaproduces a lot of coPPer in areas called the Copper Belt. The major

towns are Kitwe, Luanasha, Ndola and Mafulirwa'

Railway lines carry the copper through the ports of Lobito in Angola, Dar es

Salaam in Tanzania and Beira in Mozambique for export.

From the ports, the minerals and crops are carried by ships to EuIoPe, America,

Australia and japan. These products are called exports. In return, imports like

machinery, cars, medicines, fertilizers and other manufactured goods are brought

into African countries through the ports and railway lines.

&eftwifil x* Identifying the relationship between transport and
communication and economic develoPment

1 In groups:

a. identify from the map in your book which transport and communication

systems in Africa influences economic activity

b. discuss how transport and commutation influence economic development

2 Report your findings to the class for discussion.
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Review exer*isc
Answer the following questions.

1 Describe the transport systems of Africa.

2 Explain the advantages and disadvantages of each of the following types of
transport systems:

a. road transport

b. railway transport

c. air transport

d. water transport

3 Explain the term'communication'.

4 Explain the advantages and disadvantages of the different types of
communication.

5 Explain how economic activities are influenced by transport and
communication.

Summary
The main types of transport systems in Africa are roads, railway lines, water and
air. Transport is important because it makes it easy for people to move from one
place to another. It also provides easy movement of exports and imports. Each type
of transport system, however, has its own advantages and disadvantages.

communication is also important in economic development. Messages and
information are easily passed to other people or countries to encourage economic
development.
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Traffic ward.ens are people assigned the duties of traffic control. Examples of traffic

wardens are scholai patrols. These scholar patrols are school children that stop

cars for fellow students to cross or from the schools that are located along busy

roads. Other examples of traffic wardens are city assembly workers working in

towns, airports, hotets and private companies. All these help to regulate traffic in

&JM!Y $# Safety

Em€rmdut*lon
Safety is important for people's protection. In this unit, you wi.l.l learn about safety

on the road, at home, workand it recreation places' This knowledge is expected to

assist you to be safe at all times.

&ctf;rs**F*m
The duties of traffic police and wardens

these places.

traffic controllers
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The duties of traffic police
Traffic police officers are law enforcers and they perform the following duties:
r offering rescue services at scenes of accidents with other people from the fire

brigade and medical personnel
e educating the public about road safety, eg, offering advice to road users
o prosecuting any kind of traffic offence

Artdvity ? Discussing the duties of traffic police and wardens
1 Study the illustrations of traffic police and traffic wardens on page L16.
2 Give the other duties of traffic police apart from those given to you already.
3 In your groups, discuss the duties of the traffic police that you have identified.
4 Report your work to the class for discussion.

.S,ctiwdty 2 Role playing the duties of traffic police and wardens
1 Act the role plays assigned to your group on the duties of traffic police and

wardens.

2 Discuss your role plays in your groups to identify the lessons learnt from them.

The precautionary measures to be observed on the road by drivers
The following are some of the precautionary measures that drivers need to observe
on the road. They should:
. ensure that the car is safe and in good condition
o rest when they feel tired. Tiredness causes accidents
. rgport to police any accident they may be involved in

Artiaitry 3 Discussing the precautionary measures to be observed
on the road by drivers

1 Mention other precautionary measures that drivers must follow on the road in
order to prevent accidents.

2 In your groups, Discuss the precautionary measures you have identified.
3 Report your work to the class for discussion.
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The precautionary measures to be observed on the road by cyclists
The following are some the precautionary measures that cyclists need to observe
on the road. They:

. should know the highway code. It is a must

o must watch out for children because they often just run into the road

,Attawifit 4 Discussing the precautionary measures to be observed
on the road by cyclists

1 Mention other precautionary measures that cyclists should follow on the road
in order to prevent accidents.

2 In your groups, discuss the precautionary measures you have identified.

3 Report your findings to the class for discussion.
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The precautionary measures to be observed on the road by
pedestrians and vendors
The following are some of the precautionary measures that pedestrians and
vendors need to observe on the road.
. Pedestrians should not walk or play on the road.

;;rff:r;

Pedestrians should not walk or play on the road.

r Pedestrians should use the foot paths which are provided for them alongside
the road.

r When there is heavy traffic and the pedestrians are caught while crossing, they
should stand in the centre of the road to wait for a gap in the traffic and then
cross.

o Vendors should not sell their items on the road.
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&rtiwitxy S Discussing the precautionary measures to be observed
by pedestrians and vendors

1 Mention other precautionary measures that pedestrians and vendors must
follow on the road in order to prevent accidents.

2 In your groups, discuss the precautionary measures you have identified.

3 Report your work to the class for discussion.

Aafir:ffeg 6 Role playing the precautionary measures to be observed
on the road by drivers, cyclists, pedestrians and vendors

1 Role play your assigned roles on the precautionary measures to be observed on
the road by drivers, cyclist pedestrians and vendors.

2 Discuss the lessons learnt from the role play.

Accidents in the home, work and recreation places
Accidents do happen in homes, in the work places and recreation centres.

Accidents that may happen in the home
The following are some of the accidents that may happen home.

. being burnt by hot water or oil

some of the accidents that may happen in the home
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r drowning in water
. being cut by sharp objects, eg, knives and nails

The causes of common accidents in the home
The following are some of the causes of accidents in the home:

. carelessness

. tiredness

. faulty equipment

The precautionary measures to be observed in the home against
accidents
. Drain bathtubs, pails and swimming pools when not in use.
. Switch off all electrical appliances when not in use.
. Remove water from the fire as soon as it boils.

Attiwitu 7 Discussing accidents in the home
1 Inyour groups, discuss:

a. other accidents that may occur in the home

b. other causes of the accidents

c. the precautionary measures to be observed in the home in order to prevent
these accidents.

2 Report your work to class for discussion.

Accidents that may happen in the work place
Just like in the home, accidents may happen in the work place as well. The
following are some examples of accidents that may happen in the work place.
o fire breaking out from factories
. being cut by sharp machines
. being electrocuted

The causes of accidents in the work place
. carelessness
. not concentrating on the job that is being done

o tiredness

4 Some of the precautionary measures to be observed in the work
place to prevent accidents
. Obey all safety rules in the work place.
r Wear protective clothing for the job that is being done.
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o Report equipment that have faults immediately.

Artiuityg S Discussing the accidents in the work place

1 In your groups, discuss:

a. other accidents that may occur in the work place

b. other causes of these accidents l

c. precautionary measures to be observed at work in order to prevent these
accidents.

2 Report your work to the class for discussion.

Accidents that may happen at recreation place
Recreation places are places that offer relaxatiorL enjoyment and fun. Such places
include lakes, mountains, national parks, game reserves and school play grounds.
The following are some of the examples of accidents that may happen in recreation

places:

r drowning in lakes or oceans

r falling when mountain climbing

Some of the causes of accidents in recreation places
. Safety rules are not planned before hand.

. There is too much drinking which leads to carelessness.

Some of the precautionary measures to be observed at recreation
places
. Remember to keep all the safety rules.
. If you are doing something new like sailing or swimming, read and learn all

about it first.
. Decide not to take any risks.

ActiaifiyI Discussing the accidents at recreation places
1 In your groups/ discuss:

a. other examples of accidents that may occur in recreation places

b. other causes of these accidents

c. precautionary measures to be observed in recreation places to prevent

accidents

2 Report your work to the class for discussion.
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tevfiew FxercEss
Answer the following questions.

1 Describe the work of traffic wardens.

2 Explain two duties of traffic police.

3 Explain two precautionary measures tobe observed on the road by pedestrians.

4 Describe two causes of accidents that may happen at work.

5 Give two precautionary measures to be observed in home to prevent accidents.

$*rremary
Accidents may happen in the home, at work, on the road and recreation places.
Some of the causes of these accidents are faulty vehicles, walking or playing on the
roa4 careless use of domestic appliances and using faulty equipment at work. If
safety measures are followed, accidents can be prevented and everybody can be

safe.
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UNIT 21 Air

lntroduction
By now, you have leamt about different types of substances such as water, alcohol,

spirif peirol and diesel. Air is yet another very important substance found in the

atmosphere.

h this unit, you will leam about the importance of air, how it can be polluted, the

effects of air pollution and how air can be conserved.

l\ctivities
The importance of air
Air is a substance which is mostly found in the atmosphere. It is good for both

plant and animal life because:

r plants need it for germination

. animals and plants need air to respire

o plants need air to make food

Actiuitry 1 Discussing the importance of air
L Brainstorm the importance of air.

2 br your groups, discuss the other importance of air apart from those already
given to you.

3 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

4 Find out from you parents or other people other ways in which air may be
polluted.

How air is polluted
Air pollution occurs when the air contains gases, fumes or odour in harmful

amounts. These harmful amounts of fumes or odours canbe harmful to the health

or comfort of people and animals. These can also cause damage to plants and other

materials. The substances that cause air pollution are called pollutants.

Ways in which air pollution may occur include:

. smoking in public places

o excessive releases of smoke from firewood of charcoal
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pollutants of air

ActiuitlS 2 Discussing the pollution of air
1. In groups:

a. discuss the findings from your parents on the ways in which air may be
polluted

b. identify other ways in which air pollution may occur apart from those given
above and ones from parents

c. discuss these ways

4 Report your work to the class for discussion.

The effects of air pollution
The following are some of the effects of air pollution:
o It may cause respiratory diseases such as asthma and tuberculosis.
o Air pollution may hinder respiratory activities in both plants and animals.
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Activity 3 Discussing the effects of air pollution

L Brainstorm other effects of air pollution apart from those already given to you.

2 Discuss in groups the effects of air pollution you have identified'

3 Report your findings to the class for discussion'

4 Find out from your parents or other people the effects of air pollution.

Artiui*y r* Reporting the findings on the effects of air pollution

1 In your groups, discuss your findings from parents on air pollution.

2 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

Ways of conserving air
Although air can be polluted, it can also be conserved by:

. avoiding smoking in public places

. careful use of sprays, eg insecticides and pesticides

Actiaitg 5 Discussing the conservation of air

L Identify other ways of conserving air apart from those given to you.

2 Discuss in your grouPs other ways of conserving air'

3 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

FR.evlmw exerci$n
Answer the following questions.

1 Describe the importance of air.

2 \ /hat are pollutants?

3 Describe how air can be polluted?

4 Explain ways of conserving air.

Surnr*ary
Air is important because is sustains life. It is used by both plants and animals for

respiration. Air needs to be conserved and pollution must be avoided if air is to be

kept clean,
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tJltilT 2g The natural resources of Southern
Africa

lntrmduction
Natural resources are important for both people and animals. They support lives.
Without natural resources, there would be no life.

In this unit, you will learn about the natural resources of Southern Africa, their
importance and ways of conserving them. The knowledge is expected to assist you
to develop a positive attitude towards natural resources.

A*t$v$ties
The natural resources of Southern Africa
Southern Africa has so many resources that have been provided by nature. These
include the following.
' Mountains, egi Mulanje in Malawi, Kilimanjdro in Tanzania and Drankensberg

in South Africa
. Minerals, eg: gold in South Africa; uranium and bauxite in Malawi; copper in

Zambia; diamonds in Botswana and South Africa, and coal in Malawi,
Zimb abw e and South Africa

' waterm, eg, in lakes and rivers such as Lake Malawi, Lake Tanganyika, shire
River, Rufiri River, Zambezi River, Cabora Basa and Kariba Dams.

. Soils, eg: clay, sand, loam and alluvial soils. Soils are found everywhere, but
different areas have different types of soils

. Air, e& oxygerL carbon dioxide and nitrogen
' wild animals These are animals that live naturally in the bush. They are not

kept by people. Most of these animals are kept in protected areas that are called
national parks or game reserves. such protected areas include serengeti in
Tanzania, Liwonde in Malawi and LuangwainZambia.

' Forests and other aegetation There are so many forests in Southern Africa and
the general vegetation is quite varied

' Fish rhese are found in Lake Malawi and Tanganyik4 Indian and Atlantic
Oceans. Examples of fish are chambo, usipa and kapenta.

The map on page 134 shows the natural resources of Southern Africa.

&ttiwitg 3 Identifying the natural resources of southern Africa
1 In groups:

a. study the map of Southem Africa showing natural resources,
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a map of Southern Africa showing natural resources

b. identify the natural resources from the map

c. match the resources in column 1 with counkies in column 2

2 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

Natural tesources Countries

Shire River Botswana

Copper Mozambique

Zam.bezi Malawi

Diamond Zambia



The importance of natural resources
I Natural resources are important to lives. For example, mciuntains are important

1 because:
. they are sources of rivert eg, the Dranskesberg and Mulanje

-{::3-i> &1,i,

the importance of natural resources

. some minerals are found in mountains, eg, bauxite on Mulanje Mountain

. influence rainfall, eg, Mulanje Mountain

o contain forests which are sources of trees, eg, Viphya Plateau

. they attract tourists, eg, Mulanje and Kilimanjaro

. may be used for protection or defence

. are habitats of wild animals

Soil
Soil is important because:

. crops need the soil to grow

. bricks are made from soil

o soil is used for pottery
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. it may be used for beautifying houses

. it may be used to build or maintain roads

o it is sometimes used for burying rubbish

. it is home of some animals, eg, worms and ants

Water

Water is important because it is ussed for:

. drinking

. washing and bathing

. irrigating crops

r cooking

. is a means for transporf eg, boats and ships

. is a home for fish and other marine animals

. may be used for the production of hydro-electricity

. may be used for recreation, eg, for swimming

" may be used for dumping wastes

Forests

Forests are important because they:

. are homes of wild animals like hyenas, lions, elephants, leopards and zebras

. are a source of timber and firewood

. are a source of fruits that are eaten by people and other animals

. are a source of traditional medicine

r attract tourists

. provide trees which are used for rubber production

Wilil animals

These are important because:

. they may be eaten by people

. some of the wild animals provide raw materials for traditional medicine

. they attract tourists who bring money into the country

. some parts of wild animals may be used for producing items such as shoes

from crocodiles, belts from leopard skins and hand bags from skins of snakes
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Air
Air is important because it:
o is used for breathing by all animals and plants
. transports moisture from one area to another
. helps in radio broadcasting and transmission of sound waves
. used in tubes and tyres for them to operate well
. used as a raw material in the production of fertrlizer, eg, nitrogen
. used in refrigerators

. helps objects toburry eg, oxygen

'\ttivity 2 Discussing the importance of mountains
1 Go out of the class.

2 Look around to see the nearest mountain or hill.

3 In groups:

a. identify the rivers that originate from the hill

b. discuss the importance of mountains

c. discuss the importance of mountains in Southern Africa

4 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

tL*tiwity 3 Discussing the importance of soil
1 In groups:

a. study the items that you have been given

b. identify the products that can be made from soil only

c. discuss how the various items were produced from soil

d. discuss the other uses of soil

5 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

Actiwity d Identifying the natural resources that form international
boundaries

In groups:

a. identify the natural resources that form International boundaries in
Southern Africa

b. discuss the countries they form boundaries in Southern Africa

Report your findings to the class for discussion.
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The conservation measures and management of the environArent
Since natural resources are importan9 we need to consewe them so that we keep

using them for a long time. However, these natural resources are either overused

or misused. As a result, all of them will disappear very soon if we do not conserve

them. The following are some of the ways in which natural resources are being

mismanaged.

Soil
. over-cultivation and therefore, losing its fertility

. removal of vegetation covet and therefore, soil is being exposed to erosion

. wild fires destroying minerals in the soil

o construction of ridges along the slopes leading to soil erosion

Wilil animals
. poaching

wild animals are misused through poaching

. bush fires and careless cutting of trees leading to running away of animals

Forests
. clearing of forests in order to open up farms and construction of roads

. wild fires destroying the forests

. cutting down of trees
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Water
r water pollution

. rivers drying because of cutting down of trees resulting into to the water
flowers or vegetables drying up of the rivers

r loss of water through excessive evaporation

r careless use of water, for example, use of hosepipes

Mountains
r bush fires destroying vegetation

o cultivation on hill sides

r quarrying activities

. careless cutting of trees resulting into severe erosion

The environment can be conserved by:

. making sure that the soil is covered with vegetation so that it is not eroded

. makirtg ridges across the slopes so that soil is not eroded

. using manure or fertiliser so that soil fertility is maintained

. reducing smoke that is released into the air

o planting as many trees as possible so that they absorb carbon dioxide

. using water wisely

. avoiding polluting water

o constructing water reservoirs like dams to harvest water

. avoiding cutting down trees in water catchment areas so that these areas do not
dry up

o constructing ridges across the slope to retain water

r establishing protected areas for the wild animals to avoid poaching

r enacting laws to protect wild animals

. keeping domestic animals for meat so that the wild animals are protected

Actiuity 5 Discussing the destruction of natural resources
1 In groups:

a. go outside your classroom

b. observe any natural resources surrounding your school

c. identify the natural resources that are being destroyed

4 Report your findings to the class for discussion.
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A'c1fivitel6Discussingtheconservationofnaturalresources
1 In your groups, discuss how the natural resources you have been assigned to

canbe conserved and managed'

2 Report your findings to the class for discussion'

3 Conduct a project on the conservation of some natural resources'

R,eview ex*rsEse
L Explain the meaning of the term'natural resoutces"

2 Identify the natural resources of Southern Africa'

3 Explain the importance of natural resources'

4 Explain any three dangers that natural resources are facing'

5 Describe how natural resources can be conserved and managed'

$ummarY
TherearealotofnaturalresourcesinSouthemAfrica.Naturalresourcesare-  - ^ - ^ l  c ^ *

tfi;..i,ffi ; #;il";;'",h"v p'o"rau .'' Yl*--1'11g: :11'3? :":d' 
some or

il#;;;;;:;;; il 
"ur'y 

,"prodl""d while others take a lo1s.time lo
reproduce. However, 

"o*u 
of ti're natural resources are being destroyed at a very

fast rate. If we are to use these resources for a long time, we need to conserve them'

There are many ways of conserving the resources and if propedy done'can make

resources last long.
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